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CHAPTER I 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS UNIT 
This service paper is an effort to apply the principles 
set forth in Fundamentals of secondary School Teachins1 and 
the course in the Unit Method as presented by Roy o. Billett 
in the Boston University School of Education to the unit or-
ganization of the topic "The Causes and the Settling of the 
Disputes Between the Employers and the Employees" to a class 
in Economics at the twelfth grade level. 
The Pupils and the School 
Pupil data.-- This unit was constructed for a group of 
twenty-five pupils in the college-preparatory and the general 
courses. Of this group~ seventeen are girls and eight are 
boys. The chronological ages or the group range from seven-
teen years and tour months to nineteen years and seven months. 
The median age of the group is seventeen years and ten months. 
The range of intelligence quotient, based on the Cali-
fornia Test of Mental Maturity, Advanced Series, is from 
eighty-five to one hundred and twenty-five. 
In the Cooperative Reading Comprehension Test, Form CI-T, 
the pupil range in terms of class percentile is from forty to 
lRoy o. Billett. Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching. 
Houghton Mifflin Company~ Boston, 194o. 
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ninety. The EngliSh marks of the group for three years average 
from sixty-eight to ninety-two. The marks in the Social Stud-
ies average from sixty-five to ninety-six. 
Preference in school subjects.-- In reply to a question 
as to their preference in school subjects, the pupils showed 
a wide variance in their selections. Seven pupils listed Eng-
lish as their first choice; four listed mathematics; three 
listed stenography; three listed chemistry; two listed clothing; 
and two listed Spanish. The remaining pupils listed one of the 
following subjects: journalism, Latin, economics, and American 
history. 
Dislike of school subjects.-- On being questioned as to 
what subjects they liked least, eight pupils listed mathematics; 
six listed English; three listed economics; four listed one of 
the following subjects: chemistry, American history, office 
practice, and biology. Four pupils stated that there was no 
subject that they particularly disliked. 
Occupational interests.-- Queried as to their occupation-
al interests, sixteen of the group stated that they intended to 
continue their education after graduation by going to college 
or some other institution of learning. Six pupils stated that 
they did not intend to go on with their schooling. Three pupils 
were undecided as to future schooling. As to a choice of vo-
cations, only five pupils had not made a definite selection. 
The remaining twenty selected the following for their life work: 
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merchandising, three; nursing, three; secretarial work, three; 
teaching, two; journalism, two; one pupil selected each of the 
following: dietectics, engineering, writing, psychiatry, 
beautician, baker, and television repairman. 
student employment.-- Fifteen of the pupils were regu-
larly employed after school and on Saturdays. Five of the 
pupils were seeking part time employment, and the other five 
stated that they were not interested in after school work. 
The working hours of those employed ranged from six to twenty-
five. Four of the pupils worked twenty or more hours per week. 
The types of work in which the pupils were engaged were varied. 
They included store clerks, soda clerks, library pages, news-
paper reporters, ushers, television repairing, baby-sitting, 
and housework. 
National backgrounds.-- The national backgrounds of the 
group were cosmopolitan in their origins. Pupils with English, 
Irish, Russian, and Portuguese ancestry predominated, but there 
were also pupils of Greek, Austrian, German, Indian, and Scotch 
national backgrounds. The mothers and fathers of about eighty 
per cent of the pupils were of the same nationality. Of the 
remaining twenty per cent, most of the pupils listed either 
father or mother of French, Portuguese, Austrian, German, Eng-
lish, and Irish descent. 
Parents' occupations.-- Eight of the pupils stated that 
their mothers were employed part or full time outside the home. 
TWo of these operated dress shops; three were sales ladies; 
the remaining three were employed in garment factories. 
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The occupations of the fathers were greatly diversified. 
Some of these occupations were: manufacturer, electrical en-
gineer, firemen, merchandise retailers, textile overseer, 
sales managers, mechanics, baker, Chef, gardener, and laborer. 
Four of the fathers were retired veterans. 
The room in which unit was taught.-- The room in which 
the unit was taught is located on the first floor of the B. 
M. c. Durfee High School in Fall River, Massachusetts. This 
most impressive structure was erected in 1886 of native gray 
granite and has been in continuous use since that year. There 
have been very few changes in the building over this period 
except the installations of modern plumbing, modern lighting, 
and new fire exits. The classrooms are far from being satis-
factory in the terms af requirements of modern educational 
needs. The roams are not equipped for audio-visual aids, but 
one roam has been set aside for this work. This room is well 
equipped for audio-visual teaching and can be secured by the 
teachers, when needed, by requisition. 
The room in which the unit was taught is directly across 
the corridor from the audio-visual room and is, therefore, 
conveniently situated to take advantage of these modern aids. 
The room itself is not a satisfactory classroom because it is 
one-half of a former Chemistry laboratory and is so cut out 
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by an alcove that at no one time are all the pupils in fUll 
view of each other. The room has twenty-five desks and seats 
arranged in five rows. To accomodate the average class, 
twelve lecture chairs have been placed along the west and the 
north walls, and give the room a very crowded appearance. 
The teacher's desk and seat are at the front of the roam di-
rectly in front of the only blackboard space. This black-
board is visible to only certain sections of the roam at one 
time. Along the west wall are six windows which provide the 
natural lighting. Due to the depth of the granite walls, 
the natural lighting is insufficient and it is necessary to 
keep the electric lights going throughout the day. There are 
two exits: one opening into the corridor and the other into 
an adjoining classroom. Along the east wall is a glass door 
closet, which is used for supplies and books. Next to this 
closet is a four-shelf book-rack attached to the wall on 
which are placed reference books and other related material. 
The three boarded sidewalls are used for displaying pictures 
and current events items. 
Preparing the room for teaching by the unit method.--
A table has been placed along the right wall directly below 
the book shelves. This table will be used to hold the file 
box which contains in duplicate a fuller explanation of the 
optional related activities. Pamphlets and magazines con-
taining material related to the unit will also be placed on 
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this table. The bOoks selected for the pupils' references 
were placed on the book shelves directly above this table. 
Wire baskets were >rovided far the pupils to deposit their 
completed assignme ts. 
A section of ;he wall next~ the table and the book 
shelves was used a1 a bulletin board on which were placed 
duplicate copies o ~ the optional related activities for the 
pupils' use before referring to the file box. The bulletin 
board will also be used to post clippings, cartoons, and other 
current news items related to the unit. These items will be 
brought to class b~ the pupils and will be used for reference 
and discussion p~>oses. Samples of the work of the pupils' 
optional related a i1tivities were also displayed on this bulle-
tin board. 
The test.-- ~~e items in the test were made out as the 
unit was construct •d, and the questions were based on the 
delimitation It was necessary to revise many 
of the items severnl times before the test was completed. The 
test consisted of 1;bree parts. 
The first part of the test was made up of fif'ty-five 
items of the true E
1
1nd false type of testing. The pupils were 
instructed to draw a circle around the numbers of the items 
which they thought were true and to draw an X across the num-
bers of the items. ~ich they thought were either partly or 
entirely false. 
•. 
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The second part of the test was made up of twenty-five 
items of the multiple choice type of testing. There were five 
possible Choices for each item ranging from zero to four. The 
pupils were instruclted to place the number of the choice which 
they thought to be the correct answer and to place it in the 
parenthesis on the right hand side of the paper at the end of 
each item. 
The third part of the test was made up of three sections 
of a combination of the completion and the multiple choice 
types of testing and consisted of thirty items. Each section 
contained a number of blanks which were numbered from one to 
thirty. On the le~t hand side of the paper was written a 
group of words and before each word was placed a parenthesis. 
Among these words wlere the correct responses to each of the 
numbered blanks. The pupils were instructed to place the num-
ber of the blank inl the parenthesis before the word which they 
thought was the cor
1
rect response to that blank. A sample ex-
ample was given to aid the pupils in doing this part of the 
test correctly. 
At the beginni ng of the unit mimeographed copies of the 
test were given to the pupils and they were told that this 
was a pre-test and he results would have no bearing on their 
term marks. When the core and the optional related activities 
were completed this same test was given to the pupils and they 
were told that the results of this test would be included in 
10 
their term marks. Both tests required the use of an entire 
I 
class period of fifty-five minutes. 
Time allotment.-- The time allotted for the teaching 
of the unit was fi~teen periods or three school weeks. Each 
period was fifty-f 4ve minutes in length. During this time, 
the four phases of the teaching-learning eyele of the unit 
method of teaching were closely followed2 (1) the introduc-
tory phase which wa,s completed in one day; (2) the laboratory 
phase which was sp ead over a period of eight days; (3) the 
pooling-of-experie tee phase whieh took five days to complete; 
and (4) the estimating-educative-growth phase which consisted 
of one day. Durin l this teaChing-learning eyele, a daily log 
was kept in which 11·ere recorded the reactions, difficulties, 
and suggestions of the pupils for the purpose of aiding the 
teacher in revising the unit for future use. During the 
laboratory period, the pupils were permitted to work in groups 
for the purpose of developing the experience of cooperation. 
It was also possible f'or the teacher to move about during this 
period and give individual aid and instruction to those pupils 
who needed it most This period, or phase, offered a splendid 
opportunity to devE1lop a :fine spirit of teacher-pupil rela-
tions which the re •itation or discussion periods do not provide. 
CHAPTER II 
THE CAUSES THE SETTLING OF THE DISPUTES 
BETWEEN THE EMPLOYERS AND THE EMPLOYEES 
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CHAPTER II 
THE C~USES AND THE SETTLING OF THE DISPUTES 
BETWEEN THE EMPLOYERS AND THE EMPLOYEES 
General statement of the unit.-- Labor disputes are more 
than disputes between the employers and the employees. They 
are a challenge to the economic welfare of every American man, 
woman, and child. To meet this challenge successfully, a 
peaceful, democrat~c method of settling these disputes can and 
must be found. 
- 12 -
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Delimitation of the Unit 
I. The causes of the disputes between the employers and the 
employees. 
1. The chief cause of the disputes between the employees 
and the employers is the desire of the workers to get 
a greater share of the product so that they can in-
crease their standard of living and the desire of the 
employers to increase, or to keep, their present prof -
its •• 
2. To secure a greater share of the product, the workers 
have made certain demands on the employers. These 
demands have been considered by the workers to be their 
rights and have been the causes of labor disputes: 
(a) To increase their purchasing power and to buy. 
more of the products they produce, the workers 
want higher wages. 
(b) To enjoy more time for leisure, recreation, 
health, and personal improvement, the workers 
want shorter hours. 
(c) In order to carry on their work in safety and 
comfort, the workers demand better working con-
ditions. 
(d) The workers demand the right to join labor unions 
and to bargain collectively rather than ind1via-
ually • . 
(e} To increase their collective bargaining power, 
the workers demand a closed or a union shop. 
(f} The workers want the check off and maintenance 
of union membership plans so that the members 
will pay their dUes and remain in the union. 
(g} The workers want security on their jobs by de-
manding seniority rights and the right to say 
what workers will be hired or discharged. 
(h) The workers demand non-contributary pension 
plans to guarantee them security when they re-
tire from active employment. 
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(i) The workers want royalties to be set aside from 
the sale of the product and to be used as a 
welfare fund for needy workers and their fami-
lies. 
(j) The workers want protection against accidents 
by the use of safety devices. 
(k) To guarantee them an income while unemployed 
because of injuries at their work, the workers 
demand compensation insurance. 
(1) The workers want free health and sickness in-
surance, free hospitalization, paid holidays, 
and vacations with pay. 
(m) The workers want protection, in case of death, 
for their dependents by free life insurance and 
death benefits. 
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(n) To protect their jobs, the workers want the 
right to say what type of work will be done by 
each worker. 
( o) The workers want the right to say how much work 
will be done by each worker. 
(p) The workers want a contract or trade agreement 
with the employers so that their demands, when 
won, will be protected. 
3. The workers claim the granting of these demands will 
increase their efficiency and will thereby benefit 
the employers, the consumers, and the employees. 
4. To obtain their demands, the workers have used many 
methods known as the weapons of labor: 
(a) The workers use the "union label" to influence 
the consumers to buy only those goods made by 
union workers. 
(b) The workers use the "primary boycott" by re-
fUsing to purchase the products of those em-
ployers who are unfair to labor. 
(c) The workers use the "secondary boycott" by re-
fusing to handle any goods of employers having 
labor difficulties. 
(d) The workers use the "fair list" and the "unfair 
list" of employers to show whiCh employers are 
and are not fair to the workers. 
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(e) The workers use the "check off", the "mainten-
ance of union membership", the "closed shop", 
and the "union shop" to increase their strength 
and bargaining power. 
(f) The workers limit the number of apprentices to 
keep down and to control the supply of labor. 
(g) The workers limit the output of production to 
decrease the supply of goods on hand and to 
bring about a speedy settlement of their dis-
putes. 
(h) The workers organize political groups to support 
those candidates for public office who are fa-
vorable to the workers and to defeat those who 
are unfavorable. 
(i) The workers use organized propaganda through 
newspapers, labor magazines, and paid adver-
tising to influence the votes of their members 
and the public. 
(j) The workers employ professional lobbyists to 
influence favorable legislation and to oppose 
any legislation that would be unfavorable to 
the workers. 
(k) The workers use "collective bargaining" with 
the employers to secure their demands by peace-
ful persuasion and argumentation. 
1~ 
5. When these peaceful methods fail, the workers resort 
to their strongest weapon called the strike. There 
are several kinds of strikes: 
(a) The direct strike, which is a stoppage of work 
by the workers in an industry in which the 
workers have grievances against their employer. 
(b) The sympathetic strike, which is a strike of 
workers who have no grievances against their 
own employers, but leave their work to aid the 
workers in another industry who are on strike. 
(c) The jurisdictional strike, which is a strike 
caused by a dispute between two unions and does 
not involve a grievance against the employer. 
(d) The sit-down strike, in which the workers not 
only refuse to work, but refuse to leave their 
places of employment. 
(e) The slow-down strike, in which the workers do 
not stop work, but slow down prodUction. 
(f) The general strike, in which all union workers 
in all industries leave their jobs. 
(g) The "outlaw" or "wildcat" strike, which is a 
strike that is not sanctioned by the leaders 
of the union. 
6. To make their strike successful, the workers often 
resort to: 
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(a) Picketing, in which they parade in front of 
their employer~ place of business to prevent 
other workers from going to work and to inform 
the public that a strike is in progress. 
(b) Sabotage, in which the strikers destroy the 
property of the employer. 
(e) Personal violence, in which the strikers in-
flict bodily harm on any worker who tries to go 
to work. 
(d) Government interference, in which they influence 
the government to take over the property of the 
employer and settle the dispute with the workers. 
7. The employers oppose the demands of the workers be-
cause they say the granting of these demands increase 
the costs of production, decrease efficiency, in-
crease prices, decrease the demand, and eventually 
drive private enterprise out of business. 
a. To oppose the demands of the workers, the employers 
also have used certain methods called the weapons 
of the employers. 
(a) The "lockout'' or "shut down", in which the em-
ployers close their plants to the workers until 
they agree to the terms of the employers. 
(b) The "blacklist", or a secret list of workers 
considered to be undesirable labor agitators. 
(c) The "yellow dog contract" or "ironclad oath" 
in which a worker when given a job promises 
that he will not join a labor union. 
(d) Strike-breakers or "scabs" who are hired to 
take the places of the workers. 
(e) Private detectives and constables to protect 
the property of the employers. 
(f) The injunction or court order which orders the 
strikers and their leaders to stop a strike or 
be held in contempt of court. 
(g) The labor spy who works with the workers and 
reports all union activities to the employer. 
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(h) Organized propaganda through paid advertising. 
newspapers, magazines, and circulars to in-
fluence public opinion in favor of the employers. 
(i) Professional lobbyists to influence legislation 
that is favorable to employers. 
(j) Local and national associations of employers to 
bargain collectively with the workers. 
II. Why labor disputes Should and can be settled peacefUlly. 
1. Disputes between the employers and the workers should 
be settled peacefUlly because: 
(a) Labor disputes that are not settled peacefully 
result in strikes. 
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(b) Strikes result in a loss of wages to the workers, 
decrease their purchasing power, increase their 
debts, and lower their standards of living. 
(c) Strikes result in a loss of profits to the em-
ployers, decrease their capital investment, 
prevent the expansion of industry, and decrease 
the creation of new jobs. 
(d) strikes decrease production, cut down the supply 
of goods, force prices up, and lower the standard 
of living of the consumers. 
(e) Strikes often lead to violence, the destruction 
of property, personal injuries, and many times, 
death. 
(f) Strikes tend to create a dissatisfied working 
class, promote class warfare between the labor 
and capital classes, and offer a splended oppor-
tunity for the Communists to spread their doe-
l 
trine and destroy the American democratic way 
of living. 
2. Labor disputes can be settled peacefully by: 
(a) Collective bargaining, in which the representa-
tives of the workers and the employers meet to 
settle their disputes by the democratic way of 
argumentation and persuasion. 
(b) Conciliation, in which the representative of 
both the employers and the workers agree to 
get together again and to renew their bargain-
ing after earlier discussions had failed. 
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(e) Mediation, in which some outside agency, either 
private or government, offers its services by 
supplying a mediator. This mediator acts as a 
go-between to the disputing parties and tries 
to bring them to a compromise agreement. The 
mediator makes no decisions. 
(d) Arbitration, in which the disputing parties 
ask some private person or government official 
to settle their disputes by making a decision 
for them. 
(e) Voluntary arbitration, when both parties volun-
tarily agree to submit their disputes to an 
arbiter for his final decision. 
(f) Compulsory arbitration, when a government com-
pels both the workers and employers to submit 
their disputes to an arbitrator. 
(g) The cooling-off period, in which strikes are 
postponed for some definite period after bar-
gaining had failed, so that the disputing 
parties may arrive at a more logical conclusion, 
which would be i mpossible during the heated 
argumentation. 
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(h) Fact-finding boards, in whiCh impartial boards 
of investigators are appointed by the executive 
head of the government to study all the facts 
in the labor dispute and make them public with 
the idea of forcing an early settlement through 
the power of public opinion. 
(i) Compulsory investigation, in which the govern-
ment forces both the employers and the workers 
to submit to an impartial investigation board 
all the facts of the dispute in their possession, 
so that the board can publish them and through 
public opinion force a speedy settlement. 
3. Of all these methods of settling labor disputes, 
collective bargaining is the best because: 
(a) It operates in a democratic way of cooperation 
through argumentation and persuasion rather 
than through the use of force and pressure. 
(b) It eliminates government intervention which 
eventually leads to government control or 
socialism. 
(c) Costly strikes are prevented and the workers, 
the employers, and the public benefit. 
(d) Both the employers and the workers learn to 
settle their disputes peacefully before and 
not after a strike occurs. 
4. Collective bargaining, to be effective, must meet 
the following conditions: 
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(a) The representatives of both the workers and 
the employers must be the official authorized 
representatives or all the workers and the em-
ployers involved in the dispute. 
(b) Neither group of representatives should be so 
situated that it could force its demands on the 
other group. 
(c) The chairman should be a neutral and impartial 
leader. 
(d) The bargaining must result in a written signed 
contract, called the trade agreement, containing 
all the conditions to which both parties have 
agreed, and should be both morally and finan-
cially binding on both parties. 
(e) Machinery must be set up to interpret and carry 
out the terms of this agreement. 
(f) Provision must be made for the termination of 
the agreement and the right of reopening nego-
tiations for a new contract. 
5. Collective bargaining is legally recognized in the 
National Labor Relations Act and provisions are made 
far its operation under the supervision of government 
representatives. 
Probable indirect and incidental learning products.--
1. Develop a fuller appreciation and understanding of the 
problems, the interrelation, and the interdependence of 
employers and the employees. 
2. Develop a wholesome respect for the dignity and the in-
dividual worth of the worker as a free worker in a free 
democratic society. 
3. Develop a more tolerant attitude toward, and better un-
derstanding of, the rights of our fellow man. 
4. Develop the ability to learn both sides of a controver-
sial question, to evaluate them intelligently, and to 
arrive at a definite logical conclusion. 
5. Develop an intelligent and expanding interest in the 
modern day economic problems. 
6. Develop the ability to settle our economic problems in 
the democratic way of cooperation through discussion and 
persuasion rather than by force and pressure. 
24 
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The unit assignment.--
A. Introductory activities. 
1. Give the objective test to determine what the students 
know about the causes and the methods of settling labor 
disputes. 
2. Using current events clippings from the daily newspaper~ 
conduct a class discussion based on the following im-
portant phases of a labor dispute: 
a. The causes of same current strike. 
b. The effect of the strike on the economic 
lives of the workers, the employers, and 
the public. 
c. The methods used by both the employer 
and the workers to win the dispute. 
d. The possible methods of settling the dis-
pute peacefully. 
e. The interest of both the federal and the 
state governments in labor disputes. 
f. The machinery set up by both the federal 
and state governments to settle labor 
disputes peacefully. 
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B. Core activities. (individual study and investigation)1 
1. Do you agree or disagree with the statement that 
wages and profits have been the chief cause of the 
disputes between the employers and the workers? 
State the reasons for your opinion. 
(3: 198; 202-204). 
2. How would you prove that both the employers and 
the workers are entitled to a fair share of the 
product? 
(3: 196; 202-204; 446; 2: 291 5; 367). 
3. Is there a limit to the amount of wages an employer 
can grant? Why? 
(2: 291; 3: 202-204; 497; 5: 404-406). 
4. Is there a limit to the amount of profits an em-
ployer can get? Why? 
(2: 209; 3: 202-204; 497; 5: 404-406). 
5. Have increased wages tended to increase or to de-
crease the efficiency of the workers? Why? Name 
some actual examples that you know of to prove your 
answer. Ask same employer and some worker for 
their opinions and proofs. Be prepared to discuss 
this question in class. 
(1: 427; 3: 463-464). 
!The items in B are reproduced in the mimeographed study 
and activity guide of which each pupil receives a copy. 
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6. Can wages be increased without increasing prices? 
Why? Read (3: 220-225). What proofs are stated to 
show that it is not necessary to increase prices in 
order to increase wages and profits? Do you agree 
or disagree with these proofs? Why? 
7. Do you think that present profits are too high? Why? 
Do you think that present wages in general should be 
increased? Why? Ask some worker you know for his 
opinion on these questions and hie reasons for his 
opinion. Ask some employer you know for his opinion 
and the reasons for his opinion. What conclusions 
do you draw from their answers? Why? 
a. Why are most of the labor disputes based on the de-
mands of the workers? Can you name some causes that 
can be blamed on the employers? Who do you think 
are mostly to blame for these disputes? Why? 
9. Do you know of some recent or present local labor 
dispute? What were or are the causes of this dis-
pute? Whom would you blame and why? 
10. Is there any labor dispute now being reported in the 
daily papers? What are the causes of this dispute? 
Which side is to blame? Why? Bring some clippings 
on labor disputes to class for the bulletin board. 
Be prepared to form an opinion on a current labor 
dispute and to defend that opinion in class. 
11. Make a list of every demand that the workers have 
ever made and the chief reason for each demand. 
Consult the newspapers for some demands. 
(1: 468-469; 2: 379-383; 3: 196-199; 5: 429-430). 
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12. You have heard of security or fringe demands. What 
do you understand by these? Ask some union worker 
or leader to name and explain some of them to you. 
Ask him why he thinks these demands are justified. 
Do you agree or disagree with h~? Why? 
13. Ask some employer i~ he thinks that these demands 
are justified and the reasons for his opinion. 
14. Ask two or mare employers which of the demands ot 
the workers they mostly oppose and why. 
15. Ask a local bus operator for the reasons for the 
recent bus strike. What demands did the operators 
make? Do you think that their demands were fair? 
~y? 
16. Ask a worker what reasons he would give to justify 
a demand for Shorter hours. Ask an employer what 
reasons he would glve to oppose shorter hours? Do 
you think that the working hours should be shortened? 
Why? (1: 468-469; 2: 372-379; 3: 203; 311; 4: 34-36 
84: 117; 5: 433). 
1?. Explain how and why the working conditions of the 
workers have changed. Do you know of any local 
examples of places of employment where the working 
conditions are not good? Name same of these con-
ditions. Why do you think that they are not good? 
18. Ask two or more workers if the working conditions 
and hours of labor at their places of emplo~ent 
are or are not good and why. Do you agree or dis-
agree with them and why? 
19. Why do the workers prefer to bargain collectively 
rather than individually? Why is collective bar-
gaining no longer a cause of labor disputes? 
(2: 379-383; 3: 204; 214; 5: 439). 
20. Explain how the closed, the union, and the open 
shop differ. Why do the organized workers demand 
a closed shop? Do you think that a worker should 
be farced to join the union in order to secure a 
job? Why? Do you think that he should be forced 
to join a union in order to hold his job? Why? 
(2: 381-383; 38?; 3: 197; 5: 440). Do Problem 32 
(2: 387). What is your conclusion? Why? 
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21. Name some local examples of trades where the num-
ber of apprentices are limited. Do you t hink that 
this is fair? Why? Why is this done? 
(3: 197-198; 4: 6-8). 
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22. Do you think that the workers are justified in 
limiting their output? Why? Do you agree or dis-
agree with the methods of John L. Lewis in limiting 
the output of coal? Why? (3: 197-198; 222-225). 
23. ould you say that the employers should pay for the 
cost of hospitalization, life and health insurance, 
accident insurance off the job, and vacations with 
pay, for the employees? Why? Should the employers 
provide adequate old age pensions for the workers? 
llhy? What are some of the arguments against these 
non-contributary plans? 
24. Check the newspapers and find out how the automobile 
and steel industries solved the pension problem. 
What is the welfare plan of the coal industry? 
25. Ask both a local mill and garment worker to explain 
how these social demands are taken care of in both 
the cotton mill and the garment industries. Be 
prepared to explain these to the class. 
26. What is the check-off system? Do you be1ieve that 
the employers should be forced to collect the union 
dues for the unions and to dis charge any worker who 
does not agree to this plan? Why? (2: 382-383). 
27. Do you think that the workers should have the right 
to say what workers the employers can hire and fire? 
Why? Do you think that the workers should have the 
right to say what type of work each worker should 
or should not do? Why? Do you know of any local 
examples of these? 
28. Why do the workers demand a contract concerning 
their agreements with the employers? Why should 
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the workers as well as the employers be held both 
morally and financially responsiQle for the carrying 
out of their agreements? (2: 380; 3: 204-204; 
4: 115-116; 289-295 5: 439). 
29. Do you think that the demands of the workers caused 
the local cotton mills to move south? Why? Do you 
know of any local industry or business that went 
out of business because of labor difficulties? Be 
prepared to discuss this matter in class. 
30. What methods are used by the workers to secure 
their demands from the employers? Explain hovr and 
why each one is used. Which of these are called 
fair or ~air and why? Which of these are now 
illegal? Why? Why are they called the weapons of 
labor? (1: 469; 2: 383-385; 3: 204-209; 5: 439-443). 
31. Explain how and why both the major unions have or-
ganized for political purposes. Do you think that 
there should be a political labor party? Why? 
What political methods are used by the labor unions? 
(1: 468; 4: 116; 183-~89; 280-282; 272; 5: 438-439). 
32. Can you explain how and why the workers used pro-
fessional lobbyists? Do you think that lobbying 
should be forbidden? Why? (4: 260-261). 
33. Bring to class some good examples of the use of 
the newspapers and labor magazines by the workers 
to influence the winning of their demands. Why 
is this method called propaganda? 
34. Why is the strike called the strongest weapon for 
the workers? Do you think that the workers have 
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a legal right to strike? Why? Why should the 
strike be the last weapon for labor to use? Name 
and explain the six kinds of strikes. Which of 
these are now illegal? Why? (1: 469-470; 2: 383-
384; 3: 207-209; 4: 160; 5: 440-442). 
35. Ask a local bus operator why it was necessary far 
the bus operators to go on strike. Did you favor 
or oppose this strike? Why? Do you think that 
the public utilities strikes should be forbidden 
by law? Why? 
36. Do you know of any other local strike? Write out 
the causes of this strike, the methods used by the 
workers to win their strike, and how the strike 
was settled. Make a report of this strike for the 
class. 
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3~. Recently there were several strikes by teachers. 
Ask same of your teachers to tell you the reasons 
for these strikes. Ask the teachers if they thought 
the strikes were justified and why. Do you think 
that teachers should strike? Why? 
38. Name the different methods used by the workers to 
win their strikes. Which of these methods do you 
think are fair or unfair? Why? What methods are 
illegal? Why? Name some methods that you have 
seen used by the workers in a local strike. 
(1: 4~0-471; 2: 384-384; 3: 209; 5: 440-442). 
39. Do you think that the strike is the best method of 
settling labor disputes? Why? How would you prove 
that the workers, the employers, and the consumers 
lose by strike? (2: 384- 3: 207; 4: 114; 5: 440-
441). 
40. The employers also use various methods or weapons 
to oppose the demands and the weapons of the work-
era. . Make a list of these weapons, explaining 
and stating the chief purpose of each one. Which 
of these would you say are unfair and why. Which 
of these weapons are now illegal? Tell why they 
were made illegal. (1: 4~1-4~2; 2: 389-391; 
3: 209-211; 4: 1~1-1~2; 5: 443-445). 
41. Do you know of any other methods used by the em-
ployers to oppose the demands of the workers? 
Check the newspapers and the current magazines 
for some good examples of employers' propaganda. 
Bring these to class for discussion and posting 
on the bulletin board. 
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42. Do you think that labor disputes can be settled 
peacefully and without strikes? Why? What rea-
sons would you give to prove that they should be 
so settled? (1: 472; 3: 384; 391; 3: 211; 5: 449-
450). 
43. The local garment workers say that there has been 
no strike in that industry for the last seventeen 
years. Ask a local garment manufacturer or worker 
why this has been so. Report the methods used to 
the class. 
44. Ask a local cotton manufacturer or worker how la-
bor disputes in that industry have been settled 
without a strike. Ask him about the duties of the 
shop steward. Make a report of these methods for 
the class. 
45. How does collective bargaining operate to settle 
labor disputes peacefully? Why is it called the 
best and most democratic method? Make a list of 
the conditions necessary for successful collective 
bargaining and the reason for each condition. How 
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and why was collective bargaining legally recog-
nized? (1: 469; 2: 3'79-381; 3: 211-215; 5: 445-448). 
46. When the workers and the employers fail to settle 
their disputes by collective bargaining, what meth-
ods are proposed to settle the disputes? Explain 
how each method operates. Which of these methods 
do the workers oppose? Why? Do the employers op-
pose any of these methods? Why? 
(1: 4'72; 2: 3'79-381; 3: 211-215; 5: 445-448). 
47. Do you think that labor disputes should be settled 
by compulsory arbitration? Why? Ask some union 
worker why the labor unions oppose this method. 
(1: 4'72; 2: 393; 3: 212; 5: 44'7). 
48. How powerful do you think public opinion is in 
settling labor disputes? Ask a bus operator what 
influence public opinion had on the settlement of 
the bus strike. What methods are used by both the 
workers and the employer,s to influence public 
opinion in their favor? How and why does the 
government try to find out the opinion of the public 
in a labor dispute? (2: 392; 3: 212). 
49. Do you think it is a necessary fUnction of the 
government to aid the workers and the employers to 
settle their disputes peacefully? Why? What 
agencies and machinery have been set up by both 
the ~ederal and the state governments to settle 
labor disputes peacefully? (2: 392-393; 229; 
3: 213-215; 611-622; 4: 206-213; 5: 446-448). 
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50. When and why was the National Labor Relations Act 
passed? What were the main provisions of this act? 
How did it operate and what steps were provided for 
settling labor disputes peacefully? Why was it 
criticised? When, why, and how was it amended? 
Why does organized labor want it restored? 
(2: 371; 381; 391; 395; 214; 4: 309; 230; 256; 259; 
265). 
51. Secure a copy of the Taft-Hartley Act or a summary 
of the main provisions. Explain how it amended the 
National Labor Relations Act. Explain the steps to 
be taken in strikes of national emergencies. Why 
does organized labor want it repealed? Do you think 
that it should be repealed or amended? Why? 
52. ~t conclusions have you arrived at to settle labor 
disputes peacefully? Do you think it can be done? 
Why? What suggestions have you to offer? 
53. Do you think that you know more about the labor 
problem now than before you started this unit? What 
suggestions would you offer to make this a better 
lesson for the pupils of next year? 
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c. Optional related activities.--
1. Art Work:-- (a) Draw an original cartoon of a 
current dispute between employers and employees. 
(b) Sketch a drawing of John L. Lewis or same 
other prominent labor leader. (c) Make a repro-
duction or tracing of a labor cartoon from some 
current magazine or newspaper. (d) Make a pencil 
sketch of the pictures showing the peaceful settle-
ment of labor disputes. (2: 392-393). 
2. Making Graphs and Charts:-- (a) Make a bar graph 
of the chart showing the number of workers enrolled 
in labor unions (3: 189). Name the five most im-
portant conclusions to be drawn from this graph. 
(b) Make a linear graph of the time lost through 
strikes (3: 210). Explain the reasons for the in-
creases sod decreases in the number of strikes during 
the different years. (c) From the latest World 
Almanac, secure the statistics concerning some labor 
question. Make an original graph of these statistics 
on paper large enough to use in the classroom for 
teaching purposes. 
3. Biographical Sketches:-- (a) Make a biographical 
sketch of three of the early leaders of labor unions. 
You will find sufficient information for these three 
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sketches in (4: 98; 118-123). Make a biographical 
sketch o~ three of the modern labor leaders: John 
L. Lewis, Philip Mur.ray, and William Green. Consult 
the files ~or the sources of information on these 
leaders. 
4. Library Work:-- (a) Your school library has an ex-
cellent collection of books, magazines, and pamphlets 
dealing with the problems of labor and management. 
Ask the school librarian to aid you in compiling a 
list of these references. Post this list on the 
classroom bulletin board for pupil reference. (b) 
Your public library has a splendid magazine room. 
Examine the current magazines there and make a list 
of all the current articles on the problems of labor 
for pupil reference. 
5. Book Reviews:-- (a) Ask your English teacher, 
school librarian, or a public library attendant to 
recommend to you one or more gpod fiction books deal-
ing with same phase of the labor problem. Write a 
brief review of the book you have chosen and be pre-
pared to discuss it with the class. (b) Ask your 
teacher to recommend a good non-fiction book on the 
labor problem. Make a report to the class on the 
value of this book to pupils studying the labor prob-
lem • . 
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6. Newspaper Clippings:-- (a) Your local newspaper 
has a column devoted to labor news. cut these out 
along with other current labor events and paste them 
in a scrap-book of current labor news. (b) The 
metropolitan daily and Sunday newspapers contain many 
interesting cartoons on the labor problem. Make a 
scrap-book of these cartoons. 
7. Securing Source Material:-- (a) Examine the latest 
World Almanac for facts and statistics concerning 
labor and the labor problem. Ask your teacher to aid 
you in making a mimeograph copy of some of these sta-
tistics for each member of the class. (b) WTite to 
the Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
Washington, D. c., and ask them to mail to you a copy 
of all the free pamphlets concerning the labor problem. 
Place these copies on the classroom reference shelves. 
(c) write to your Congressman, the Honorable Joseph 
Martin, House of Representatives, Washington, D. c., 
and request of him copies of recent labor legislation. 
(d) Write to the National Association of Manufacturers, 
14 West 49th Street, New York City, New York, and ask 
them to send to you all the different available pam-
phlets on labor-management affairs. (e) Secure the 
addresses of the educational departments of the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor and the Congress of Industrial 
Organization from your teacher. Write to both of 
these for all available pamphlets concerning the 
relations of labor and management. Bring all this 
material to class to be placed on the classroom 
reference shelf. 
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8. Visual Aids:-- Members of the Camera and Visual 
Aids Equipment Operators Club can make arrangements 
with their faculty director for the use of the 
visual aids room. (a) Consult the school direct-
ory of available films for one that can be applied 
to this unit. Arrange with your teacher for the 
showing of this film to the class. Be prepared to 
explain to the class the significant parts of the 
film that pertain to this unit. (b) Secure a car-
toon, a graph, or any picture concerning a labor 
problem end arrange to show it on the opaque pro-
jector. Be prepared to explain the important ref-
erences to this unit. 
9. Radio:-- Pupils who are interested in radio work 
can:- (a) Consult the daily and Sunday newspapers 
for a list of radio broadcasts concerning labor prob-
lems • . Make a list of these broadcasts for the class. 
Be sure to listen to one of these broadcasts and make 
a report on it to the class. If you can secure a 
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copy of the broadcast from the network, do so and 
bring it to class for the bulletin board. (b) 
Select four members of the class who are willing to 
take part in a round table discussion on some phase 
of the labor problem. As the chairman, prepare this 
discussion for presentation before the class just as 
it would be done in a regular broadcast. 
10. Recordings:- Members of the school Record Club can 
make arrangements with the faculty director of this 
club for the use of the school phonograph. These 
pupils can:- (a) Consult the available record cata-
logues for a list of recordings concerning the labor 
problem. (b) Visit some of the local unions to see 
if they have any records dealing with some union 
activity. Secure permission to bring some of these 
records to class for a rendition and class discussion. 
Consult your teacher for some advice on this activity. 
11. If you are interested in debating, there are many 
controversial q1estions concerning current labor prob-
lems.. (a) Choose four members of the class who are 
willing to take part in a class debate. As the chair-
man, make all the necessary arrangements for this de-
bate. Consult the teacher for his help in selecting 
a good topic. (b) Consult (a: 377; 387; 396) for 
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same good suggested topics for a debate on t~e labor 
problem. Choose one of these or any other topic in 
which you are interested. Make a brief on both the 
affirmative and the negative side of the question. 
Submit both of these briefs to the faculty director 
of debating for his criticism and suggestions on 
their improvement. 
12. Journalism and the School Paper:- Members of the 
class in journalism and the weekly school paper staff 
can:- (a) Write an editorial on some current labor 
problem or controversy. (b) Write a news story on 
some local labor dispute. (c) Write a feature story 
on some outstanding local example of good labor-
management relationship, a local union, or some local 
labor leader. Submit your paper to the faculty direct-
or of the school paper for his criticism and possible 
publication. 
13. riting a Trade Agreement or Labor Contract:- Many 
of the class have had work experience in the local 
shops and factories and are acquainted with the work-
ing conditions of the employees. Draw up a trade 
agreement or labor contract between the employer and 
the workers in the place in which you were employed. 
Consult the files and the teacher for the best refer-
ences for this work. 
14. Committee Report Work:- Select two other members 
of the class to serve with you in the preparation 
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of a committee report on one of the following activ-
ities:• (a) Visit the headquarters of the local 
Garment Workers Union where a full time director of 
education is employed. Interview this director con-
cerning the educational and social service activities 
of her department. Make a report to the class on 
these activities. (b) Visit the local office of 
the State Department of Labor. Find out the duties 
of this office and what it has accomplished to better 
the working conditions of the employees in this dis-
trict. Prepare a report on these far the class. 
(c) Make a report on any other labor activity that 
you think would be of interest to the class. 
15. Dramatic Club Members:- Write a one act play on 
some phase of the labor problem. Consult your fac-
ulty director for aid and suggestions on this play. 
Be prepared to present this play to the class. 
16. Science Club Members:- There have been many new 
scientific inventions that are of great concern to 
the modern worker. Consult your faculty director 
for his aid in helping you to compile a list of 
these inventions and a description of how they will 
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affect the future workers in industry. Try to em-
phasize the relation of the worker to the modern 
development of atomic energy in industry. (b) 
Write to the General Electric Company, Lynn, Massa-
chusetts, for any free material describing new 
scientific improvements that will aid the worker. 
1~. Labor Racketeering:- You have often heard of racke-
teering labor unions. Perhaps you are interested in 
learning more about this evil within the ranks of 
labor. Consult the files and the teacher for the 
best references on this topic. Make a summary of 
your findings and be prepared to present it to the 
class for class discussion. 
18. Communism Within the Ranks of Organized Labor:-
There has been a great deal of news in the papers 
about the existence of communism within the ranks 
of organized labor. The two leading national labor 
unions have tried to expel communist unions and 
leaders from their ranks. Consult your teacher and 
public library for the best references on this topic. 
Make a report for the class on these communistic 
activities in the labor unions. 
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19. Vocational Guidance:- As a college preparatory pupil, 
you may be interested in the opportunities in the 
field of labor-management relations, personnel work, 
and positions in the arbitration departments of both 
the state and federal governments. You might also be 
interested in becoming a labor leader. Consult the 
school guidance director for aid and advice in se-
lecting any one of these fields as your life work. 
Prepare a list of colleges where courses are given in 
these fields for class references. 
20. Miscellaneous Activities:- Perhaps you have some 
original ideas about same activity that you would 
like to do on this unit. Consult the teacher for 
his approval and aid. 
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The Objective Test 
Part I 
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Directions:- Read each statement carefUlly. If you think 
the statement is ~, pencil a circle around 
the number of the statement. If you think the 
statement is false, mark an X through the num-
ber of the statement. Bear in mind that if 
any part of the statement is false, the state-
ment as a whole is false. 
1. The chief cause of labor disputes is the problem of wages 
and profits. 
2. The wage of the worker should be dete~ined by his stand-
ard of living. 
3· Competition and not production determines profits. 
4. The wages of the members of any group of workers will be 
determined by the marginal worker in that group. 
5. Wages cannot be increased without increasing prices. 
6. An employer can pay a worker only what that worker earns. 
7. Increased wages in the building trades have increased the 
efficiency of the workers in the building trades. 
8. Shorter hours of labor have not decreased industrial 
accidents. 
9. The workers, but not the employers, benefit from better 
working conditions. 
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10. The right to bargain collectively is no longer a demand 
of the workers. 
11. Unionized workers prefer a union shop to a closed shop. 
12. The union shop is less democratic than the closed shop. 
13. The system of the check-off is to check absenteeism 
among the workers. 
14. Both the employers and the employees do not contribute 
to a non-contributary pension plan. 
15. The workers are now more interested in fringe demands 
than in wage demands. 
16. compensation insurance provides compensation for the 
unemployed. 
17. The employer is not morally responsible far the welfare 
of his employees. 
18. The workers are not economically justified in demanding 
a say in what type of work each worker should do. 
19. Because it will provide steady work, the workers are 
economically justified in limiting the output of the 
product. 
20. A non-union worker is less efficient than a union worker. 
21. Because it tends to keep wages up, the workers are 
economically justified in limiting the number of appren-
tices. 
22. The increased demands of the workers have tended to 
increase the decentralization of indUstry. 
23. Because most labor disputes are based on the demands 
of the workers~ the worker and not the employer is 
mostly at fault. 
24. The employer who pays the best wages gets the best 
workers. 
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25. Employers are more interested in increased prices than 
in decreased profits. 
26. Union workers do not buy goods that do not have union 
labels. 
2~. The secondary, but not the primary, boycott is now 
legally permitted. 
28. The workers' fair list of fair employers is a fair 
labor practice. 
29. Because unions benefit the workers, the closed shop 
is justified. 
30. Labor unions are not forbidden by law to contribute 
money to the political campaigns of candidates who 
are favorable to labor. 
31. Experience proves that the best way for labor to se-
cure its demands is by forming a political labor party. 
32. Because the strike is the strongest weapon of labor, 
it should be the first to be used by labor. 
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33. The sympathetic strike cannot be economically justified. 
34. The employees are always responsible for jurisdictional 
strikes. 
35. Because the worker has a right to his job just as the 
employer has a right to his property, the sitdown strike 
is legally justified. 
36. Mass picketing is a violation of the rights of the or-
dinary citizen. 
37. Sabotage is one of the legal weapons of the workers. 
38. An employer cannot dis charge a worker for causing a 
strike. 
39. PUblic utilities workers should be forbidden by law to 
strike. 
40. A strike of public school teachers cannot be socially 
justified. 
41. A yellow-dog contract should be legal because the worker 
has a legal right to make a contract. 
42. An employer can g9t an injunction against a union strike 
leader. 
43. The blacklist is a secret weapon of the employers. 
44. A strike affects the employers and the employees but 
not the consumers. 
45. In the long run, the influence of a well informed public 
opinion will be the deciding factor in settling a labor 
dispute. 
46. Labor disputes can and should be settled peacefully. 
47. Because the consumers aave money during a strike, they 
increase their standard of living. 
48. A worker who is on strike is unemployed and is, there-
fore, entitled to unemployment insurance payments. 
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49. An employer can disCharge a worker for going on strike. 
50. Because compulsory arbitration would settle and pre-
vent strikes, it is a democratic way of settling labor 
disputes. 
51. One of the functions of a good government is to aid 
the employers and the workers to settle their disputes 
peacefully. 
52. Racketeering within the ranks of labor has not been 
beneficial to the cause of labor. 
53. The Communists promote social and economic unrest with-
in the ranks of labor. 
54. The c. I. o. recently expelled Communist locals from 
their national organization. 
55. Some labor unions are monopolies and, therefore, are 
subject to the anti-monopoly and the anti-trust laws. 
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Part II 
Directions:- In the second part of this test you are to 
select the number that you believe represents 
the correct answer. Place the number in the 
parentheses at the right hand side of the 
paper. If no correct number is listed, place 
a zero in the parentheses. Be sure to read 
all items carefUlly. 
1. The most democratic way of settling labor disputes ia 
by: 1. arbitration. 2. individual bargaining. 
3. collective bargaining. 4. mediation. ( ) 
2. The most f'requent cau.s.e of labor disputes is the demand 
of the workers for: 1. the closed shop. 2. higher 
wages. 3. shorter hours. 4. the union shop. ( ) 
3. An illegal weapon used by the employers is the: 1. shut 
down. 2. 1 abor spy. 3. yellow dog contract. 4. lobby-
1st. ( ) 
4. The wage of the worker should be based on: 1. his cost 
of living. 2. his standard of living. 3. his ef'fi-
ciency as a worker. 4. the supply of labor. ( ) 
5. The present profits of the employer are limited by: 
1. government price control. 2. his cost of production. 
3. minimum wage laws. 4. Social Security Laws. ( ) 
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6. Which of the following demands of the workers is called 
a fringe demand: 1. shorter hours. 2. higher wages. 
3. collective bargaining. 4. compensation insurance. ( ) 
7. In the settling of labor disputes, the workers prefer: 
1. mediation. 2. collective bargaining. 3. voluntary 
arbitration. 4. individual bargaining. ( ) 
8. The labor unions prefer the: 1. closed shop. 2. union 
shop. 3. open Shop. 4 preferential shop. ( ) 
9. When the employer agrees to collect the union dues for 
the union it is called: 1. featherbedding. 2. profit 
sharing. 3. check-off. 4. kick-back. ( ) 
10. hen a strike is called because of a dispute between 
the workers of two different unions it is called: 
1. a general strike. 2. a jurisdictional strike. 
3. a sympathetic strike. 4. an indirect strike. ( ) 
11. Which of the following is not a weapon of the workers: 
1. the labor spy. 2. a lobbyist. 3. a fair list. 
4. the boycott. 
12. The present leader of the American Federation of Labor 
is: 1. Samuel Gompers. 2. John L. Lewis. 3. William 
( ) 
Green. 4. Philip Murray. ( ) 
13. Which of the following strikes was declared illegal by 
the Supreme Court: 1. the general. 2. the slow-down. 
3. the jurisdictional. 4. the sit-down. ( ) 
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14. Which of the following strikes has been the most un-
popular and unsuccessfUl: 1. the general. 2. the sit-
down. 3. the jurisdictional. 4. direct. ( ) 
15. In most strikes, which of the following eroups has the 
greatest advantage: 1. the employers. 2. the employees. 
3. the consumers. 4. the scabs. ( ) 
16. The strongest weapon of the employers in a labor dispute 
is the: 1. lockout. 2. injunction. 3. blacklist. 
4. mandamus. ( ) 
17. Compulsory arbitration in the settling of labor disputes 
is used in: 1. Russia. 2. England. 3. Canada. 
4. Australia. ( ) 
18. Compulsory investigation is mostly used in: 1. Canada. 
2. United States. 3. England. 4. Russia. ( ) 
19. Collective Bargaining was legally recognized by the: 
1. ~agner Act. 2. alsh-Healy Act. 3. Byrnnes Act. 
4. Smith-Connally Act. ( ) 
20. The period of the 'tusiness cycle that has the least 
number of strikes is the: 1. decline. 2. prosperity. 
3. recovery. 4. depression. ( ) 
21. The Congress of Industrial Organization is called a: 
1. trade union. 2. vertical union. 3. horizontal 
union. 4. craft union. ( ) 
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22. A person who offers his services to the employers and 
the workers to aid them in settling a labor dispute is 
called: 1. arbitrator. 2. a mediator. 3. an umpire. 
4. an adjuster. ( ) 
23. Which of the following groups contribute to a non-
contributary pension plan: 1. the government. 2. the 
workers. 3. the employers. 4. the non-union wo~~A~a-
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22. A person who offers his services to the employers and 
the workers to aid them in settling a labor dispute is 
called: 1. arbitrator. 2. a mediator. 3. an umpire. 
4. an adjuster. ( ) 
23. Which of the following groups contribute to a non-
contributary pension plan: 1. the government. 2. the 
workers. 3. the employers. 4. the non-union workers. 
24. The Political Action Committee is connected with: 
1. the American Federation of Labor. 2. the United 
Mine Workers. 3. The National Association of Manu-
facturers. 4. the Congress of IndUstrial Organiza-
( ) 
tion. ( ) 
25. The minimum hourly wage for most workers employed in 
interstate industry was recently fixed at: 1. forty 
cents. 2. sixty cents. 3. seventy-five cents. 
4. eighty cents. ( ) 
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Part III 
Directions:- All omitted words and phrases appear in the 
column at the left hand side of the page. 
Show that you know what word or phrase has 
been omitted by putting the number of the 
blank in the proper parentheses at the left. 
For example, 1 is put in front of the word 
umpire because that word has been omitted 
from blank number 1. 
Section A· 
( ) referee 
( 1) umpire 
( ) mediation 
( ) voluntary 
( ) industrial 
( ) compulsory 
( ) conciliation 
( ) mediator 
( ) United States 
( ) economic 
( ) Russia 
( ) Canada 
( ) successfully 
( ) arbitration 
In baseball and in other sports, an 
1. is selected to settle all 
disputes. Many believe that this method 
would work 2. if used in 3. 
---- ---
disputes. When these disputes are re-
ferred to an outsider to decide the pro-
cedure is called 4. • If both 
the employers and the workers are obliged 
to accept the decision it is called 
5. • The country in which this 
method is used is 6. • If both 
parties do not have to abide by the de-
cision, it is called 7. • This 
method is commonly used in the a. • 
----
( ) Australia 
( ) arbitrator 
Section B. 
( ) democratic 
( ) financial 
( ) moral 
( ) union 
( ) non-union 
( ) open 
( ) company 
( ) dispute 
( ) employers 
( ) stockholders 
( ) monopoly 
( ) undemocratic 
( ) collective 
( ) individual 
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When an outsider volunteers his services 
to help the disputing parties settle 
their difficulties, the procedure is 
called 9. • If both parties agree 
to get together and settle their diffi-
culties themselves, it is called 10. • 
The unions favor a Closed or 11. 
----
shop because 12. bargaining can 
be more effectively maintained than in 
the 13. shop. The unions also 
claim that it is 14. for the 
15. ____ workers to gain the 16. __ _ 
won by the unions without bearing part 
of the 17. responsibilities. The 
employers oppose the closed shop because 
they say it is 18. and tends to 
create a labor 19. • They also say 
that it is the right of the 20. ___ _ 
to say what workers should be hired. 
section c. 
( ) Adamson Act 
( ) Fair Labor Standards 
Act 
( ) Taft-Hartley Act 
( ) agner Act 
( ') alsh-Healy Act 
( ) Interstate 
Commerce Act 
( ) Norrie-Laguardia 
Act 
( ) orkingmen's Com-
pensation Act 
( ) Byrnnes Act 
( ) Social Security 
Act 
( ) Connally-Smith Act 
( ) Railway Labor 
Disputes Act 
( ) The F. E. p. A· 
( ) Hobbs Act 
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21. deals with minimum 
wages and maximum hours in in-
dustries doing an interstate 
business. 
22. provides for the 
payment of wages to an injured 
worker. 
23. is the first federal 
law to use the "cooling off 
period" in settling labor dis-
putes. 
24. restricts the use 
of the injunction in labor dis-
putes. 
25. was the first eight 
hour law for federal employees. 
26. forbids the inter-
27. 
state transportation of strike-
breakers. 
forbids racial and 
religious discrimination when 
hiring workers. 
28. made collective 
bargaining legal. 
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29. requires union 
30. 
officers to file non-communist 
oath. 
----------- provides temporary 
wages for the unemployed. 
CHAPTER III 
ESTIMATING EDUCATIVE GROWTH 
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CHAPTER III 
ESTIMATING EDUCATIVE GROWTH 
Test results.-- An examination of Table 1. shows a 
tabulation of the group of 25 pupils arranged according to 
their intelligence quotients~ their respective ages in years 
and months~ their relative scores in the pre-test and the 
final test~ and the points gained by each pupil. It is to 
be noted that all pupils gained~ indicating that all pupils 
did achieve some educative growth. The smallest gain was 
one of 13 points and the largest gain was one of 37 points. 
The average number of points gained by all the pupils was 
24. The mean of the pre-test was 57 points and the mean 
of the final test was 82 points~ showing a mean gain of 25 
points. It is also to be noted that the three pupils with 
the three lowest intelligence quotients made considerable 
gains of 29 to 35 points. This fact can be attributed to 
the opportunity of receiving individual aid from the teacher 
made possible by the unit method of teaChing. It is also 
to be noted that the best scores in the final test were 
attained by the pupils with intelligence quotients of 105 
to 113. This fact also proves the value of the teaching 
by the unit method for the average pupil. It is also to be 
noted that of the three pupils with the three highest in-
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telligence quotients only the first seemed to be working 
up to his capacity. The results of the testing were most 
satisfactory and clearly showed the advantages of the unit 
method of teaching these pupils. 
Table 1. Age, Intelligence Quotient, Initial Score, Final 
Score, and Points of Gain of Each Pupil in Test. 
Intelligence Initial Final Points 
Pu:oil AJz.e Quotient Score Score Gained 
( 1) 
_UU (3}_ (4) (51 (6) 
1 17-10 125 71 92 21 
2 17-4 123 60 81 21 
3 20-9 121 65 82 17 
4 18-0 118 64 90 26 
5 17-10 115 58 88 30 
6 17-8 113 59 79 20 
7 18-0 113 47 74 27 
8 17-9 113 53 87 34 
9 17-11 112 59 75 16 
10 17-6 112 64 84 20 
11 17-6 112 56 75 19 
12 18-0 112 60 84 24 
13 18-3 111 62 80 18 
14 17-6 110 46 83 37 
15 17-6 110 58 85 27 
16 18-3 110 54 86 32 
17 17-6 107 66 80 14 
18 17-7 107 63 88 25 
19 18-3 105 68 82 14 
20 18-2 103 67 80 13 
21 17-9 102 55 78 23 
22 17-9 97 48 76 28 
23 19-7 93 57 92 35 
24 17-10 91 42 71 29 
25 19-4 86 44 75 31 
Mean 57 82 24 
Table 2. Calculation of the Mean and Standard Deviation 
of the Pre-Test. 
Deviations Product Product 
Scores Scores Sum of of class of of 
in Class tallied tallies intervals column column 
intervals by in @bove and (3) and (4) and 
of three class column below an column column 
intervals (2} assumed (4) (5) 
mean 
F D FD FD2 
(1) {~} (3} l4J (5} 16J 
71-73 ••• ~ 1 5 5 25 68-'70 ••• 1 4 4 16 
65-6'7 ••• ~ 3 3 9 2'7 62-64 ••• 4 2 8 16 59-61 ••• 4 1 4 4 56-58 ••• 4 0 0 0 53-55 ••• 3 -1 -3 3 
50-52 ••• 0 -2 0 0 
47-49 ••• ~ 2 -3 -6 18 44-46 ••• 2 -4 -a 32 41-43 ••• 1 -5 -5 25 
Totals •• 25 25 +4 166 
Assumed Mean ••• 5'7 
Mean = A.M. + ( ~ pD~N) x 3, wherein A.M. refers to the 
assumed mean and N stands for the number in the 
group. 
M : 57+(+4~25) X 3 
M : 57+0.16 X 3 
M : 57+0.48 
M = 57.48 or 5'7 
Standard Deviation 
s.D. 
~166 -( 4_\ 2 
: ~ 25/ 
-
_\ { Fl)i - {JNFD) 2 =~ ~i / x size of class interval 
X 3 
s.D. = \j6 .62 - o.o256 x 3 
S.D. = 2.56 X 3 
S.D. : 7.68 or 8 
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Table 3. Calculation of the Mean and Standard Deviation 
of the Final Test. 
Scores Scores Sum of 
in class tallied tallies 
intervals by in 
of two class column 
intervals (2) 
F 
(1} (2) (3) 
92-93 ••• ~ 2 90-91 ••• 1 88.-89 ••• 2 86-87 ••• ~I 2 84-85 ••• 3 82-83 ••• 3 80-81 ••• 4 78-79 ••• 2 
76-77 ••• 1 
74-75 ••• Ill/ 4 
72-73 ••• 0 
70-71 ••• I 1 
Totals •• 25 25 
Assumed Mean ••• 80.5 
Mean: A.M.+(~FD~N) x 2 
M= 80.5+(+19~25) X 2 
M= 80.5+ 0.76 X 2 
M= 80 .5+ 1.52 
Deviations 
of class 
intervals 
above and 
below an 
assumed 
mean 
D 
{4} 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
-1 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
M= 82.02 or 82 \~ 2 
Product Product 
of of 
column column 
(3) and (4) and 
column column 
( 4) (5) 
FD pn2 
(5) (6) 
12 72 
5 25 
8 32 
6 18 
6 12 
3 3 
0 0 
-2 2 
-2 4 
-12 36 
0 0 
1!15 25 
-
+19 229 
Standard Deviation ~ -~~) x size of class interval 
- \ 1222 _ll9_' 2 
s.n.- ~ \~ x 2 
s.n.= ~9.16 - o.5776 x 2 
s.n.= 2.93 x 2 
s.n.= 5.86 or 6 
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• 
Group 
---------
Group 
IV 
4 Pupi s 
---------I 
I 
··~(:U!:~~~=-~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
57 
:3a 45 46 53 54 61 62 
Figure 2. A relative growth scale (in black) showing 
the distribution of the class of 25 pupils in the Pre-
Test as compared to the normal distribution (in red). 
Figure 3. A relative growth scale (in black) showing 
the distribution of the class of 25 pupils in the Final 
Test as compared to the normal distribution (in red). 
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Tables 2 and 3 show the calculation of the mean and 
standard deviation of the pre-test and final test. The 
mean of the pre-test is 57 and the standard deviation is 8. 
The mean of the final test is 82 and the standard deviation 
is 6. These calculations were used to prepare the relative 
growth scales in Figures 2 and 3. These relative growth 
scales show the distribution of the class of 25 pupils in 
the pre-test and the final test (in black) as compared to 
the normal distribution (in red). 
Pupil reaction to the unit.-- After the conclusion of 
the unit, an attempt was made to secure the pupils' apprai-
sal of the unit. To do this each pupil was given a question-
naire in which there were two parts of evaluative activities. 
Part one of these evaluative activities consisted of twelve 
objective response type questions and the pupil was asked to 
check either yes or no after each question. Part two of the 
evaluative activities was made up of six essay response type 
questions that gave the pupil an opportunity to express more 
fUlly his opinions on what he liked and disliked, what he 
found easy and difficult, and what he found interesting and 
uninteresting in the unit. To secure honesty and frankness 
in the replies of the pupils, they were told that it would 
not be necessary to sign their names to the questionnaire and 
that the nature of their replies would in no way have any 
~0 
a~fect on their final marks. 
Table 4 shows the list of the twelve objective response 
type questions and a tabulation of the responses made by the 
pupils to these questions in the first part of the evaluative 
activities. An examination of this tabulation clearly shows 
the favorable impression made on the pupils by the unit method. 
It is to be noted that twenty or more of the pupils replied 
in the affirmative to eight of the twelve questions indicating 
a definite consistency of response to these questions. There 
were, however, some variances in the replies to questions 
four, nine, eleven and twelve. It is the opinion of the teach-
er that the variances in the replies to questions four, 
eleven, and twelve can be attributed to the influence of the 
traditional method of teaching experienced by the pupils. It 
is also the opinion of the teaCher that the variance in the 
replies to questiontilne was due to the influence of the em-
ployer and employee status of the parents of the pupils. 
In the second part of the evaluative activities, the 
six essay response type questions asked were the following: 
(1) What one feature did you like best in this method? 
(2) What one feature did you like least in this method? 
(3) What did you find easy? 
(4) at did you find difficult? 
(5) ~at did you find interesting? 
(6) What did you find uninteresting? 
Table 4. Tabulation of Pupil Response to Part One of the 
Evaluative Activities. 
Questions Yes No 
{2J (3) 
1. Did you prefer the objective type of test 
to the essay type? 20 5 
2. Did you think that learning by this method 
of teaching was interesting? 22 3 
3. Did you think that you had more opportunity 
to work at your own level of intelligence? 21 4 
4. Did you prefer using several books to using 
one? 19 6 
5. Did you think that there was mare inform-
ality in this method of teaching? 20 5 
6. Did you think that you received more indi-
vidual aid from the teacher? 22 3 
7. Did you like working with others on a 
common problem? 21 4 
a. Did you like choosing your own related 
activities? 24 1 
9. Did any of your opinions on the subject 
change as a result of this study? 16 9 
10. Did you think that you did more active 
thinking by this method? 20 5 
11. Did you think that you learned more by 
this method? 18 7 
12. ould you like all your subjects taught 
by this method? 11 a 
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An examination of the replies to this part of the evalua-
tive activities showed that the one feature most commonly liked 
best was the opportunity to work at the pupil's own speed. The 
one feature that most pupils seemed to dislike was the inter-
viewing of the employers and the employees for their opinions 
on the subject. The pupils stated that they found the core 
activities easy because they could work with each other in 
finding the answers. Most of the pupils said that they found 
nothing really difficult. The pupils found the discussions in 
class to be the most interesting because they were given the 
opportunity to express their own opinions on the topics dis-
cussed. The thing that they thought was n1ost uninteresting 
was studying the different laws about labor because these laws 
were very confusing to them. 
The tabulation and study of the opintons of the pupils in 
the evaluative activities responses prored to be interesting 
and of great value to the teacher. The honest and frank anon-
ymous replies of the pupils secured information for the teacher 
which could not be obtained by direct individual questioning. 
The teacher was able to learn both the strong and the weak 
points of the unit and of his method of presenting the unit. 
He learned the differences and the similarities of the pupils 
in their likes, their dislikes, their interests, and their 
mental attitudes. There is no doubt that the data secured by 
the teacher in this evaluative part of the unit will be of 
great importance and aid in any necessary revision of this 
unit and in the future construction of other units. 
Report on optional related activities.-- The pupils 
were very enthusiastic about doing the optional related activ-
ities:- This enthusiasm was due to the fact that they were 
able to choose their topics as they pleased rather than having 
certain topics assigned to certain pupils. There was a great 
variety of choices and practically every activity was chosen 
by one or more pupils. Those activities that were not chosen 
by any one pupil will either be revised or eliminated. New 
activities will be substituted for those eliminated. Some of 
these omitted activities proved to be uninteresting, too dif-
ficult, or the necessary material not obtainable. It was im-
possible to do number nine because there were no recordings 
on the subject available. Number thirteen was omitted prob-
ably because of the difficulties involved in drawing up a 
trade agreement. The teacher was disappointed and surprised 
to find that no pupil chose to make a book report and attrib-
utes this omission to a lack of time to read a book and do 
the other work of the unit. Number sixteen, calling for a 
list of the modern labor-saving inventions, was also neglected. 
This may have been dUe to the academic nature of the group. 
TWo pupils started to do numbers seventeen and eighteen but 
decided to change to other activities. Number seventeen 
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called for a report on racketeering and number eighteen 
called for a report on communism within the ranks of organ-
ized labor. These Changes were a surprise to the teacher 
because of the importance and the timeliness of these topics. 
A check of the completed activities showed that five 
pupils chose to make cartoons of some modern labor problem. 
Two pupils interested in mechanical drawing, made some very 
good charts and graphs of labor statistics. One pupil made 
a biographical sketch of the life of Samuel Gompers and this 
was interesting because 1950 was the centennial anniversay 
of this famous labor leader. The coal strike was in progress 
during the work on the unit, and four pupils chose to make a 
current event scrapbook of newspaper clippings concerning 
this strike. Four pupils took great delight in writing to 
their representative in Congress and receiving from him 
copies of recent labor legislation. Four pupils wrote to 
the educational departments of the two major national unions 
and received valuable pamphlets on the work of the labor 
unions. Two pupils wrote to the National Association of 
Manufacturers and received pamphlets describing management's 
viewpoints on the labor problem. One pupil secured two film 
strips and recordings from a national union and arranged to 
show these to the class. Five pupils took part in a round 
table discussion concerning the rights and the duties of both 
the employer and the employee. TWo members or the class 
of Journalism wrote editorials on current labor problems. 
one pupil, interested in personnel work, secured valuable 
aid on this vocation from the guidance department. Four 
pupils wrote reports for credit in their English classes. 
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The teaCher considered the work on the optional re-
lated activities to be most satisfactory because all pupils 
took part in one or more activities and in many cases dis-
played creative ability which is seldom achieved in the cus-
tomary methods of special assignments. 
Comments of the teacher.-- From the teacher's exper-
ience in teaching by the unit method and his critical analy-
sis of the pupils' responses in the evaluative activities, 
he is convinced that this method of teaching is far superior 
to the traditional method of teaching in solving many of the 
problems encountered in the teaching-learning cycle. 
The most important of these problems is providing for 
the individual emotional and intellectual differences in a 
heterogeneous group of pupils. The teacher found that the 
core and various optional related activities not only made 
satisfactory provisions for the pupils of slow and average 
abilities but also provided provocative and challenging prob-
lems for the pupils of superior talents. The solution to 
this problem is very difficult to atunn in the traditional 
method of teaching. 
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From the responses of the pupils in their evaluative 
activities, the teacher learned that the pupil interest prob-
lem, so evident in the traditional method, was easil~ solved 
b~ the unit method because so many pupils found the unit meth-
od to be more interesting than the customary traditional 
method. 
Another problem in teaching a non-homogeneous group of 
pupils is the problem of self-motivation. In the tradition-
al method of teaching, most of the motivation must be derived 
1rom the different techniques of the teacher. In the unit 
method this motivation originates from the pupils because 
they are able to choose what they wish to do and when the~ 
wish to do it. This does not mean that the pupils work aim-
lessl~ to achieve their objective ar goal because the well 
planned unit, with its definite statement of the unit and 
its specific delimitation, sets up a definite goal but at 
the same time provides different and objective means to that 
goal. The pupils soan realize that they are aiming at a 
goal, not in the usual arbitrary manner, but through a wide 
choice of means to the end in view. 
The traditional method is slow in solving the problem 
of the teacher to know more about his pupils as individuals 
and not just as names, as is usually the case in this method 
of mass learning. The unit method solves this problem b~ 
the opportunities it orfers to the teacher to work with the 
pupils as individuals or small groups. Every teacher should 
be a guidance director to all his pupils and the traditional 
method does not glve him the opportunities for this valuable 
and worthy service. The unit method, with its possibilities 
of individual instruction, offers the teacher the necessary 
time and opportunity to discuss with each pupil his individ-
ual traits and problems. 
The problem of bringing out the creative potentialities 
of eaCh pupil is sadly neglected by the traditional method. 
The unit method has proven itself to be the solution to this 
problem as shown by the results of the accomplishments in 
the optional related activities. 
One of the chief aims of education is to encourage the 
pupils to work with each other in a cooperative, democratic 
way. In achieving this ~active the socialized discussion 
of the traditional method is greatly inferior to the labora-
tory and pooling of experiences phases of the unit method. 
Throughout the teaching of the unit the teacher could 
see many other advantages of the unit method of teaching 
over the traditional method which can be realized only by the 
actual construction and the teaching of a unit by this modern 
and progressive method of instruction. 
It is true that there are many difficulties encountered 
in the unit method, such as the physical requirements of the 
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room in which the unit is taught, the accumulation of the 
necessary books and other materials, and the time of the 
teacher required for the proper const~ction and revision 
of the unit. The teacher, however, is convinced that with 
a little perseverance, ingenuity, and the cooperation of 
his superiors, these difficulties will in due time be over-
come. 
On the whole, the teacher is satisfied with the re-
sults achieved in his initial attempt at teaching by the 
unit method. He believes that from the results obtained, 
this method of teaChing is superior to the traditional 
method, not only from the viewpoint of the teacher, but 
also from that of the pupils. He believes that this method 
will not only provide for the individual emotional and in-
tellectual differences, but will also reduce the number of 
failures, eliminate discipline problems, and tend to solve 
many of the problems now prevalent in the traditional school 
system. 
Plate I. Pupils Using Reference Books During the 
Laboratory Phase of the Unit Method 
Plate II. Teacher Aiding Pupil During the Laboratory 
Phase of the Unit Method 
?9 
Plate III. Pupils Participating in a Round Table 
Discussion of an Optional Related Activity 
Plate IV. Chairman of an Optional Related Activity 
Committee Making a Report to the - class 
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Plate v. Pupils Viewing a Film of an Optional Related 
Activity 
Plate VI. Pupil Using the Opaque Projector to Explain His 
Optional Related Activity to the Class 
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APPENDIX 
Key to the Objective Test 
Part One 
- - ~· ~ 12 34 
j . ~- ~. 
"""' ~ ~· 3 
4 15 ?&-· ~. ~ 
• )?s_. ~. ~· 
6. )l. ~. )Q.. 
~ 18 ~. 40 ~· 
' 
/ 
)!- )Q.· YQ• )1. 52 
• ~· ~ . ~-. 
10 'fl.· ~· 43 
11. ~. ~ 
Part Two 
1. (3) 9. (3) 17. (4) 25. (2) 
2. (2) 10. (2) 18. (1) 
3. (3) 11. (1) 19. (3) 
4. (3) 12. (3) 20. (4) 
5. (2) 13. (4) 21. (2) 
6. (0) 14. (1) 22. (2) 
7. (2) 15. (1) 23. (3) 
8. (1) 16. (2) 24. (4) 
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Key to the Objective Test (continued) 
Part Three 
section A Section B 
( ) referee ( 14) unfair 
( 1) umpire ( ) democratic 
( 9) mediation (16) benefits 
( 7) voluntary ( ) illegal 
( 3) industrial (17) financial 
( 5) compulsory (11) union 
(10) conciliation ( ) moral 
( ) mediator (15) non-union 
( 8) United States ( ) company 
( ) economic ( ) employees 
( ) Russia (13) open 
( ) Canada ( 19) monopoly 
( 2) successfully ( ) dispute 
( 4) arbitration (20) employers 
( ) arbitrator (18) rmdemocratic 
( 6) Australia ( ) stockholders 
(12) collective 
( ) individual 
Key to the Objective Test (continued) 
Part Three 
section c 
(25) Adamson Act 
(21) Fair Labor Standards Act 
(29) Taft-Hartley Act 
( ) Walsh-Healy Act 
( 2 8) Wagner Act 
( ) Interstate Commerce Act 
(24) Norrie-LaGuardia Act 
(22) orkingmen's Compensation Act 
(26) Byrnnes Act 
( 30) Social Security Act 
( ) Smith-Connally Act 
{23) Railway Labor Disputes Act 
(27) Fair Employment Practice Act 
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